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In 1926 construction began on the concrete mausoleum for Crown Hill 
Cemetery in Denver, Colorado. At that time builders were still individually 
hand twisting ties as forming boards were placed, which made for a slow, 
relatively expensive system. This job inspired Lee Gates to streamline and 
economize the way wall forms were built, leading to the invention of his 
first twisted wire ties. Realizing the potential of his new system, Lee Gates 
immediately began manufacturing his design. Following the success of 
this first job, the system quickly gained popularity in the Colorado area. To 
meet the needs of a booming post-war housing market, a national sales 
program was put into place and the system became popular nationwide.

Lee Gates passed the business to his sons and lived to see his invention 
transform the concrete forming industry. He died in 1975 at the age of 
eighty-one and is buried near the mausoleum where his ties were first 
used. 

Today, Gates & Sons remains a family-owned company and a national 
leader in residential and commercial concrete forming systems. All Gates 
products are designed and assembled in Denver, Colorado.
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Larger gang systems 
are typically used for 

long, open runs of wall

Combine our full range 
of gang forming systems 

with our signature hand-set 
system to achieve nearly any 
vertical forming application

Smaller, lighter systems 
can fill in where the larger 

systems are too bulky, the 
area cannot be accessed by 
crane, or when re-usability is 
not economical

1(800) 333-8382
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Our signature tie systems spread the 
form while setting, maintaining a precise 

wall thickness during concrete placementGates forming systems 
are quick to build on site, 

and can be easily modified for 
unusual job site conditions

Assembled gang forms 
have no loose hardware

Gates hardware is plated for 
durability and corrosion resistance

Gates hardware is available 
for purchase or rental
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FORM DESIGN
Yields a perfectly curved, 
unsegmented radius - don’t 

settle for less than a true radius

Form tight, irregular curves 
and custom shapes

Ideal for everything from 
low retaining walls to 

large water treatment tanks

Gates wood radius walers can be used 
with our Cam, Anchor, and V-Lock 

systems for different levels of re-usability and 
economy, allowing contractors to utilize their 
existing equipment and familiar form ties
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CL SYSTEM 
 HIGHLIGHTS

Easy to use with fewer 
parts and pieces than most 

hand-set systems, requires 
less lumber and nailing

Great for areas with low 
form reuse or limited access

Cam Lock Brackets engage 
the loop-end tie, securely 

holding the 2x4 waler in place 

Achieve an architectural 
finish with an easily 

adaptable, customizable 
hand-set system 

Plastic cones are self-
centering to tightly seal 

the tie hole, ensuring a clean 
break-back

Stiff-backs and scaffolding 
can be added to any tie 

location, elimination the need 
for both short and long end ties

Washers or 1”, 11/2”, and 2” 
deep cones are available

Typical tie pattern 
is 16”x24”

2250lb safe working load 
per tie (2:1 safety factor)

Form panels can be 
stacked to achieve any 

wall height 

Adjust tie pattern and pour 
pressure according to 

specific job requirements 

Utilizes common forming 
materials - 2x4 lumber and  

3/4” plywood form face

Contact Gates custom 
design department for 

information about radius forming 
with the Cam Lock system

FORM DESIGN

-Gates’ 
signature
hand-set 
system 

-Versatile & 
lightweight 
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2250lb safe working load 
per tie (2:1 safety factor)

Adjust tie pattern/pour 
pressure according to 

specific job requirements

Typical tie pattern 
is 16”x24”

Utilizes common forming 
materials - 2x6 and 4x4 

lumber and 3/4” plywood 
form face

Contact Gates custom 
design department for 

information about radius 
forming with the #3 Anchor 
Lock system

#3 AL SYSTEM 
 HIGHLIGHTS

Form weight approx. 5lb/sf 
for typical design

#3 Anchor Locks are 
permanently attached to the 

form and positively engage ties 

Ties spread the form 
before concrete is placed, 

maintaining a precise wall 
thickness during placement

Easily assembled gang 
forming system 

Wire ties have a cone that 
provides a 11/2” break-back 

Tie holes are lined with 
close fitting sleeves to 

prevent excess grout loss and 
ensure easy cone removal

FORM DESIGN

-Gang
forming

-Easy & 
lightweight
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#5 SYSTEM 
 HIGHLIGHTS

Form weight approx. 7lb/sf 
for typical design

#5 Anchor Locks are 
permanently attached to the 

form and positively engage ties

Ties spread the form 
before concrete is places, 

maintaining a precise wall 
thickness during placement

Achieve a highly 
architectural finish with 

uniform plywood and tie layout  

Loop end ties and tie ends 
provide a 11/2” break-back

Removable taper ties are 
designed for multiple wall 

thicknesses and repeat use

Tie holes are lined with 
close fitting sleeves to 

prevent excess grout loss and 
ensure easy cone removal

Typical tie pattern 
is 24”x24”

3250lb safe working load 
per tie (2:1 safety factor)

Adjust tie pattern and pour 
pressure according to 

specific job requirements

Utilizes common forming 
materials - 2x6 and 2x4 

lumber, and  3/4” plywood form 
face

Contact Gates custom 
design department for 

information about radius 
forming with the #5 Anchor 
Lock system

FORM DESIGN

-Gang 
forming

-Versatile & 
lightweight 
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9000lb safe working load 
per tie (2:1 safety factor)

Adjust tie pattern/pour 
pressure according to 

specific job requirements

Typical tie pattern 
is 36”x36”

Utilizes common forming 
materials - 4x4 lumber and 

3/4” plywood form face

Contact Gates custom 
design department for 

information about radius 
forming with the #9 Anchor 
Lock system

#9 AL SYSTEM 
 HIGHLIGHTS

Form weight approx. 9lb/sf 
for typical design

#9 Anchor Locks are 
permanently attached to the 

form and positively engage ties 

Ties spread the form 
before concrete is placed, 

maintaining a precise wall 
thickness during placement

Achieve an architectural 
finish with this versatile, 

heavy duty system 

Removable taper ties are 
designed for multiple wall 

thicknesses and repeat use

Address special job site 
considerations with three 

styles of tie ends with inner ties

FORM DESIGN

-Gang
forming

-Versatile & 
heavy duty
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V LOCK SYSTEM 
 HIGHLIGHTS

Form weight approx. 12lb/sf 
for typical design

V Locks are permanently 
attached to the form and 

positively engage ties

Ties spread the form 
before concrete is places, 

maintaining a precise wall 
thickness during placement

Use when a large tie 
spacing is desired  

Three styles of tie ends 
with inner ties provide 

different levels of re-usability, 
and address non-standard job 
conditions

Typical tie pattern is up to 
20sf/tie

20,000lb safe working load 
per tie (2:1 safety factor)

Adjust tie pattern and pour 
pressure according to 

specific job requirements

Typical forms built with 
double 6” channel walers, 

31/2” x 51/2” LVL studs, and 3/4” 
plywood

Contact Gates custom 
design department for 

information about radius 
forming with the V Lock 
system

FORM DESIGN

-Gang 
forming

-Fast &
lightweight 
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Pour pressure varies 
based on type/brand of 

steel frame panel used

Use Gang Form Splice 
Box Tubes to reinforce 

joints when tubes are stacked 
vertically to form tall gangs

9000lb safe working load 
per tie (2:1 safety factor)

ADAPTER SYSTEM 
 HIGHLIGHTS

Form weight approx. 11lb/sf 
for typical design
Anchor Locks permanently 
attach to the form and positively 

engage ties
Ties spread the form before 
concrete is placed, maintaining 

a precise wall thickness during 
placement

Assemble existing steel panels 
into large gangs, reducing the 

number of ties required

Removable taper ties are 
designed for multiple wall 

thicknesses and repeat use
Address special job site 
considerations with two styles 

of tie ends with inner ties

FORM DESIGN

-Gang
forming

-Versatile &
heavy duty
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Designed for a full 
liquid head using 

common forming materials 
- 2x6 and 2x4 lumber, and  
3/4” plywood form face

1(800) 333-8382
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LOCK FAST 
 COLUMN CLAMP

Quick to build and easy to 
modify

Assembled forms have 
no loose hardware

One of the fastest and most 
widely used column forming 

systems on the market  

Standard clamps 
accommodate three 

column size ranges:
8”-24”
12”-36”
24”-48”

FORM DETAILS
-Lock-Fast
Column
Clamp

-Gates’ 
flagship 
system

Use Gates squaring 
corners for long-
lasting forms and 
consistent results

Use Gates 
plastic chamfers 
for clean, 
chamfered 
corners

-Labor 
saving
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-Lift ‘N Lock
Bracket

-Safe 
working
platform

LIFT ‘N LOCK 
 BRACKET & CORNERS

For pre-cast or 
cast-in-place shafts

Platform is generally attached 
to the wall forming system, and 

trails the wall forms as they are 
raised from pour to pour 

Use with most vertical wall 
forming systems on the market
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Contact Gates’ custom 
design department for 

details about designing job 
site requirements into the safe 
working load of the platform 

Designed for scaffolding 
only and is not intended 

as a storage platform for 
equipment or materials

When properly 
constructed, the Lift ‘N 

Lock Safety Platform can be 
used to brace gang forms

FORM DESIGN

www.gatesconcreteforms.com

Retractable Inside Corner
Pin ‘N Lock Outside Corner



Use our hand-set 
riser form ties for 

applications not accessible 
by crane, or where gang 
forming is not economical

1(800) 333-8382
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SYSTEM
 HIGHLIGHTS

Accomplish nearly any 
rise/run, and modify for the 

changing pitch of parabolic 
stadium profiles

Replaceable form faces 
minimize touch-ups on 

finished concrete

Use for any combination of 
job site geometries including 

straight and radius

Use our gang forms 
high re-usability and 

long, open runs 

FORM DETAILS

-Hand-set or
gang form

Assembled gang forms 
have no loose parts when 

used with Gates U Clamps

Minimize crane time by 
roller mounting the gang 

forms to move between pours

Forms deliverable to job 
site and ready to set with 

minimal adjustmentGates riser ties are an integral 
part of the Tiered Concrete 

System by Riser Solutions

-Fast system
for stadiums,
auditoriums, 
or stairs
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-Designed 
for any 
shape
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Forms can be bid for 
durability (high re-usabilty) 

or economy (for one-time use)

Forms deliverable to job 
site and ready to set with 

minimal adjustment 

Gates custom wood 
forms offer a high level 

of ease and customization - 
for those jobs that can’t be 
accomplished with job built or 
modular forming 

HIGHLIGHTS

www.gatesconcreteforms.com

-Utilize the 
versatility of 
wood
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